
  

Category: 12 – Best Building Project – General Contractor ($40 - $70 Million) 

Contractor: Haselden Construction 

Project Name: Clayton Member’s Club and Hotel 

Project Overview — Just when it seemed Denver’s Cherry Creek North shopping and business 

district had reached the zenith of swank, along came the Clayton Member’s Club and Hotel. 

Housed in the former Inn at Cherry Creek, the glittering new edifice offers three restaurants and 

associated kitchens, a casual café, and seven bars (including a hidden “speakeasy”) — all 

cosseted within the exclusivity of a private social club. The ground-floor eateries and bar are 

open to the public, but only members and hotel guests have access to the private dining rooms 

and bars, rooftop pool and lounge, and business center facilities that include a coworking lounge, 

a 5,000 square foot conference space, and a 2,400 square foot ballroom. In contrast to its 

predecessor hotel’s 37 rooms, the Clayton has 63 guest rooms and suites.  

The nearly 90,000 square foot design/build project started by transforming the two original four-

story structures into a six-story multifunctional private club and hotel. The project required 

extensive structural modification on the existing hotel to support the new design’s loading and 

programming.  

The original hotel consisted of lightly reinforced concrete, pre-tensioned hollow-core concrete, 

and cold-formed structural steel framing. The new structure added carbon-fiber reinforcing, post-

tensioned concrete, and structural steel, requiring in-depth analyses during the design phase to 

determine the feasibility of keeping or replacing the existing structure. The final design settled 

on renovating and adding to rather than replacing the original structure. 

Solutions of Special Projects — From day one, the project was fraught with unexpected 

challenges — $2 million worth, to be exact. In all, Haselden encountered 1,000 engineered 

conditions, each of which required a unique solution. The original concrete was deteriorating, 

modified cores were needed to accommodate taller floor-to-floor heights and code upgrades, 

foundations were in tough shape, and uneven flooring required heat mapping analysis, column 

punching failures, and cold-form framing damage — all demanding significant design/build 

modifications and causing delays as the project progressed. COVID-19 added another layer of 

challenges to be dealt with.  



  

At its most basic, the existing structure was inconsistent. While the previous hotel was relatively 

new (circa 2004), the structure had been modified since the initial construction. More often than 

not, the existing structural systems were illogical for the new design. Spaces in the new design 

that called for open and expansive programming were often cluttered with existing bearing walls 

or columns. It took many plan revisions to create a balance between structural reuse and the 

client’s spatial requirements. Perhaps the most challenging component from the design side was 

meeting all the various code requirements. The original building was not designed to function as 

it does now in number of occupants and building form.  

The client’s vision called for a significant increase in occupancy, which meant egress systems 

that previously only served a handful of hotel guests and employees now had to safely evacuate 

hundreds more occupants from bars, restaurants, and meeting spaces. The project design also 

called for building additional levels for more hotel rooms onto the existing structure to 

accommodate more hotel rooms. With the added stories, the fire ratings for the floors increased, 

requiring modifications to the existing assemblies to achieve the higher fire rating and ensure 

safety measures were met.  

Excellence in Project Execution and Management/Team Approach — From inception, this 

project called for exceptional teamwork on Haselden’s part. In addition to the owner and design 

team, we worked collaboratively with other contractors, architect, structural engineers, and 

experts to devise adequate repairs and additions that were feasible within the owner’s budget. 

Troubleshooting and planning the repairs and changes initially indicated a six-month delay. But 

with some creative planning, the contract was completed on schedule and under budget. 

Construction Innovations/State-of-the-Art Advancement — The Clayton Members Club and 

Hotel, unique to Denver, demonstrates extraordinary quality and craftsmanship in its underlying 

construction and highly visible luxury design and finishes. The original building presented 

poorly from an aesthetic point of view. It appeared cluttered, disproportionate, and dark at its 

limited public-facing spaces. The garage entry was front and center, creating an unattractive and 

dangerous interface between pedestrians and the building.  

The new, refreshed façade unifies the building through a simple, clean design. The garage entry 

was moved to the alley side of the building and replaced with an inviting lobby entry. Publicly 



  

accessible restaurant spaces flank the entrance and a spacious balcony on the second level 

presents the building’s energy to the street. 

The owner’s vision for the new building meant only the best high-end building materials and 

finishes could be used, which required extensive restoration of the usable parts of the original 

structure — a very complex task demanding coordinated specialty expertise in structural 

engineering, construction, and design.  

The flooring provides a good example of how this all came together. All floors in the original 

structure’s occupied spaces had to be releveled to accommodate all the features and amenities the 

owner wanted. Achieving the desired degree of flatness required lightweight floor-leveling 

material with a capping, and we settled on geofoam topped with a layer of concrete. To reinforce 

the framing, we cut cold-form joists and “surgically” inserted them into the existing framing. 

The job site occupied a comparatively small footprint with zero lot line and was situated amid a 

bustling shopping and restaurant district with constant pedestrian, auto, delivery and construction 

traffic on two narrow city streets. Two other directly adjacent construction projects occupied the 

alley that served our project, so we had no lay-down space and only one driveway to accept and 

unload deliveries. As a result, much of our equipment and materials had to be delivered by crane.  

This project was the first time new RediCor had been installed on an existing core. After 

demolition of much of the existing structure, it was clear that there were significant differences 

in the concrete throughout. That required 3D scanning and heat mapping of the entire building to 

locate the various structural elements; recreating the structure in a building information model; 

and adding mechanical, electrical, and plumbing elements.  

The 3D scanning was used in conjunction with existing drawings to create an accurate model of 

the original building. This was crucial to the process, as the client wanted to reuse as much of the 

existing structure as possible. 3D scanning allowed the design team to check assumptions and 

compare the ideals of the existing drawings to the nuances of the actual building. When areas of 

conflict were identified, the contractor could further investigate through exploratory demolition. 

This technology let the whole team understand expectations and limitations by essentially 

reanimating a “broken” building. 



  

Environmental/Safety — Worker and public safety is always the Number One concern on 

Haselden job sites. For this project we created new protocols for analyzing the structure, getting 

structural approval, and proceeding with repairs to assure the building stayed structurally sound 

through the process.  

On site, Haselden instituted controlled access zones for structural work and controlled what 

floors and tasks people could work on while shoring removal and structure implementation were 

taking place. The team confirmed that new elements were securely in place before removing the 

existing shoring to make sure the structure didn’t settle. 

Because much of the project was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, everyone on the 

job site followed formal OSHA COVID Safety Orientation Procedures throughout and the 

project passed the OSHA CHASE inspection. Over 66,150 total worker hours were logged with a 

zero lost time accident rate. 

Excellence in Client Service — Throughout the project Haselden worked with the owner to 

make sure our proposed repairs, modifications, and upgrades met their requirements without 

impacting the final guest experience. The team went through multiple design iterations for each 

repair, working with structural engineers and bringing in new experts to find feasible repairs that 

would work within the owner’s budget. Upon opening its doors, The Clayton seeks to welcome 

and unify, to show that what is old can be new again, and that a cold drink and the comfort of 

home should never be more than a few steps away. 



  

 

 

 



  

 

 



  

 

 



  

 


